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A rede termination has been made of the f-values of spectral lines 

belonging to the   E -   ff   transition of  OH  which were previously 

measured by Oldenberg and Rieke.    A lower limit to the f-value has been 

obtained which is about one half as large as the value of Oldenberg and 

Rieke.   A critical analysis of the experimental data shows ghat the effect! 

of lack of resolving power in both intensity determinations are serious 

and not fully understood, 

I.   Introduction 

*"* During the years 1934-38 Oldenberg and his colleagues 

made a detailed study of the kinetic behavior of  OH  in various 

systems using its ultra-violet absorption spectrum as a method 

of detection and of measuring its relative concentration.   The 

„ 2        2  
absolute intensity of this     2 -   "ff  transition of   OH was first measured 

with high resolving power by Oldenberg and Rieke     [hereafter referred 

Financial support for this work was provided by the Office of Naval 

'Research under Contract Nonr*220(03), NR 015 210 and by the Daniel 

and Florence Guggenheim Jet Propulsion Center.   The experimental 

work was carried out in the G»»tes and Creilin Laboratories of Chemistry 

*   Post-Doctorate Research Fellow in Jet Propulsion. 

1   a)   O. Oldenberg. J.  Chem. Phys. 2. 713 (1934); 3, 266 <1935). 
b)   /,. A. Frost and O. Oldenberg, J. Chem. Phys. 4, 642, 781 {1936 

f~) 2   O. Oldenberg and F. F. Rieke, J; Chem. Phys. 6, 439 (1938). 
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to &s (I)J   by photographic photometry of absorption lines of  CH 

produced by the thermal dissociation of water vapor.   The spectrum 

was observed in the second order of a 21 ft. grating spectrograph. 

The equilibrium constant for the dissociation of  H-O into   OH  and 

HL  was taken from the work of Bonhoeffer and Reichardt    and of 

Zeise.     This equilibrium constant was later redetermined by Owyer 
5 

and Oldenberg   who measured, in effect, the temperature coefficient 

of the dissociation constant using the strength of the absorption lines 

of  OH  as a measure of the relative concentration of  OH.   They 

found the dissociation energy for the process   H-O-—» H + OH to 

be 118.2 ± 0,7 k cals, a value some 3 k cals higher than that found 

by Bonhoeffer and Reichardt.   The first calculations of the transition 
2 

probability   were therefore in error sincis the   OH  concentration 

calculated from the data of Bonhoeffer and Reichardt was too large 
5 

by a factor of 4.2; the f-values were too small by the same factor. 

The absolute intensities were also measured by Avramenko and 

Kondratjew   who used as an absorption "background" the narrow emission 

lines of  OH  excited in an electric discharge.   The change in intensity 

of these lines on passing through a furnace containing water vapor can 

be observed with a low resolution instrument and will give a measure of 

the peak intensity of the absorption lines.   If assumptions are made about 

5   K. F, Bonhoeffer and H. Reichardt, 2. physik Chem. A 139. 75 (192S)C 

4 H. Zeise, Z. Electrochem. 43, 704 (1937). 

5 R. J. Dwyer   and O. Oldenberg, J» Chem. Phys. 12, 351 (1944). 

L. Avramenko and V. Kondratjew, Acta Physicochim. USSR 8, 
567 (1937). 
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the widths of th« absorption lines and of the emission lines used for 

the background, then the absolute intensity of the absorption lines 
7 

can be calculated.   Oldenberg and Rieke    showed that the assumptions 

used by Avramenko and Kcndratjew were quite invalid.   Using their 

own data on the apparent line-width of  OH in the furnace, they 

recalculated Avramenko and Kcndratjew's results and obtained 

f-values which were about 40% larger than the values found by their 

own direct method.   These data have also been recalculated, using 

8 different assumptions about the line-widths, by Edse.     Unfortunately. 

the true half-width of  OH  is not known and consequently data obtained 

by using an emission line as background cannot be interpreted 

quantitatively. 

The absolute f-values may be in error for two independent 

reasons: (a) erroneous measurements of the intensities of the 

absorption lines, and (b) errors in the calculation of the   OH  con- 

centration produced by the use of incorrect tkermcchemical data. 

The present work has been confined to a redeteraiiu&tiGn of the 

intensities of the lines; the thermcchemical data of Owyer and 

Oldenberg have been used in calculating the f-values. 

The f-value of   OH  is currently of interest in connection with 

the measurement of rotational population temperatures of  OH   in 

flames.   Penner7 has shown, using the f-values given in (X), that 

7   0„ Oldenberg and F. F. Rieke, J, Chem, Phys. 6, 779 (1937*. 
a 

R. Edse, Symposium on Combustion, Flames and Explosion 
Phenomena. Wisconsin, 1949 (Williams Willdns Company), p. 611. 

9   S. S. Pennes.-, J. Chem. Phys. 20, 507 (1952); 21_, 31 (1953). 
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for many flames self-absorption may be expected to produce erroneous 

r\ temperature•.   The extent to which self-absorption falsifies rotational 

temperate** mea«u*eTr.»Titii in f tesnes has, however, been debated 

(Gaydon and Volfhard,      Broida    ).   In this connection it i» of 

interest to note that, if the currently accepted £- -alue for   OH  were 

too large by an order of magnitude, then errors in temperature 

measurements due to self-absorption will always be very small; and, 

conversely, if the currently accepted f-value were too small by an 

order of magnitude, errors due to self-absorption will always be large. 

Although the work of Oldenberg and Rieke was carried out with great 

care and skill, the measurement of absolute intensities is often subject 

to large systematic errors.   The present study was therefore under- 

taken in order to check their original determination.   An f-value about 

one-half as large as that found in (I) was obtained in the present study. 

Analysis of the data shows that this establishes a lower limit to the 

true f-value and, further, that the uncertainties in these experiments 

are such that the true intensity could be greater even than the value 

found in (I). 

II.   Theory for the Determination of f-Values. 

If a beam of light of frequency 4   traverses an absorbing medium, 

then the relation between the incident and emergent light intensities, 

;v) 

A. G. Gaydon and H. G. Wclfhard* "Flames, Their Structure, 
Radiation and Temperature'* (Chapman and Hall, Ltd.,  1953) p. 249. 

11   H. P. Broida, J. Chem. Phys. 21/1165(1953). 
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I)    and  1^ ia given by Beer's 1 aw, via.,   1^ « 1°exp(-k^Njfc), where 

( N is the number of atoms/cc, Z is the path length and  ku is the spectral 

absorption coefficient. For a given spectral line which is associated with 

12 a transition between an upper state   n  and a lower state   m» 

0 

\ 
k^d-0* («e*/ji,c)Nfn,n, 

where the integration is carried out over the whole width of the line, 

e   and A being, respectively, the charge and mass of the electron, 

c  the velocity of light, and  f03"1 the oscillator strength or £-value 

for the transition.   The f -value is related to the matrix element of 

the transition  R"*1  by13 f**  . U^^^ih^   [R"11]2. 

The f-value of a line in a molecular spectrum is therefore pro- 

portions! to } R     J     which is the product of three terms representing, 

respectively, the electronic transition probability, the vibrational 

transition probability, and the rotational transition probability. 

Quantities proportional to rotational transition probabilities are the 

rotational line strengths   S_.       The numerical values of  S-  for the 

S -   fT transition D£  OH   are tabulated by Oieke and Crosswhite 

who use the symbol   A„     for this quantity.     As the rotational levels 

are (2J + 1) fold degenerate,the contribution of the rotational transition 
12 A. C. G. Mitchell and M. W, Zemansky. "Resonance Radiation and 
Excited Atoms" (Cambridge University Press, 1934),    p. 99. 

3  G»   Hersberg, "Molecular Spectra and Molecular Structure. I. 
Diatomic Molecules" (D. Van Nostrand Comt^iny, Inc.. 1950).p 38i. 

14  G. H. Dieke and H. M. Crosswhite, "The Ultraviolet Bands of  OH", 
Bumblebee Report No. 8?, Nov. 1948. 

*  Ref, 13, p    12V, E>\. (IH-173). 

T   The nomenclature used in this paper for the spectral lines is that 
of Oldenberg and Rieke, who use the   J  numbering. 
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probability to the f-value is proportional to   S,/(2J 4-1).      Assuming 

1w v to be effectively a constant, as it is in these measurements, 
•t 

the f-values of rotational lines with lower level   J   are given by the 

relation 

© 

if** Ffsj/Uj't 1)J. (1) 
L 

where   F  is a constant.              . _  

In order to measure the f-value by evaluating Ui(Xy /I)d* directly, 

the absorption lines must be observed with spectral resolution such 

that the half width of the line is appreciably greater than the effective 

slit width of the instrument.   If a line is observed with an instrument 

with insufficient resolving power, which is almost always the case, the 

observed intensity is too low, the error being greatest for the stronger 

lines.   Techniques for correcting the observed values have been worked 

out in great detail in connection with the absolute measurement of the 
J5 

intensities of infra-red bands. "   The basic theorem is that the experi- 
i 

mental values of   |«if(Iv /I^W « *&    approach the true value   «C   for 

lines which are weak and broad compared with the effective slit width. 

In the pre sent case the intensities of several absorption lines are 

measured,    These intensities are proportional to the rotational.transition 

probability and frequency of the line and the Soltsxnann factor for the 

lower level.     At; the frequency is, in these experiments, effectively 

a constant, the intensities are proportional to ,0= S.(exp -E_/kT). 
15  

See (a)   D„ G, Bourgin, Phys. Rev„ 29, 794 (192?) 
(b) E. B. Wilson,'Jr.'and A. J."WeUs. J. Chem. Phys. 14, 

578 (1946) 
(c) A. Thomdike, A. J. Wells and E. B. Wilson, Jr., J.  Chem. 

Phys, JJ,  157 (1947) 
r (d)   J. R. Nielsen, J. Thornton and E. B. Dale, Rev. Mod. Phys, 
L ] 16. 307 (1944). 

 .       __  ,      x. ,       £.i  »      —"1'       %--» — /• 
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The true intensities are obtained by evaluating lim cLft **£l/3» which is the 
_ Si9 

rj: limiting slope, when^=    0S of a plot of «*vs A ,   This limit may be evalu- 

ated by plotting values of u f/S and extrapolating to/? 3 0.   It should be 

noted that this extrapolation is not necessarily linear, as was found in 

(I), but may show marked positive or negative curvature.   Examples 

of ine possible forms of this extrapolation are to be found in the 

papers by Schats and Hornig.        The low values of **• will show 

considerable scatter which is exaggerated to such a degree when 

experimental values of      «* 10      are plotted directly, that the 

probable curvature of the plot of   o*i/3     vs  jg    may be obscured.   The 

probable curvature of this plot can be more readily seen by carrying 

out the following procedure.     Draw a smooth cxsrve through the experi - 

mental points in a plot of  ttLvs (3 .     From the smooth curve take values 

~\} of   vL/j$ , plot these against    &   and extrapolate to  ft-  0.   This 

procedure does no more than evaluate the limiting slope of the smooth 

curve.   The values quoted in the present work were obtained by this 

method; the limits   of uncertainty quoted take cognizance of the fact 

that the true limiting slope is poorly defined. 

An alternative method of determining the f-value is to measure 

the "Total Absorption"   A* * f \\l°% - IJ/I* | d*   which is. in principle, 
- j   i_   •        T       -jr     • 

independent of the instrumental resolving power.   This method is 
1 n 

described by Mimiaert      and has been used extensively by A. S. King. 

IF   * 9 
R. B. King and their collaborators      * *    in measuring the £-values of 

atomic lines. 
15" 

P. N. Schatz and D. F. Hornig. J. Chem. Phys. 2U.  1516 (1953). 
r~)    17 ~ K~" M-     Minnaert,  "The Observatory" 57. 328 (1934). 

1 Q 

"   R. B0 King and D. C. Stockbarger, Astrophys. J.  91,   488 (1940). 



A plot of the "Total Absorption" lor a set of lines in an absorption 

f* spectrum vs log (number of absorbing storms   x   appropriate f•value) 

is termed a curve of growth.     Absolute curves of growth have been 
20 21 22 calculated by Schute,        van der Held, ~   and by Fezmer and Kavanagh 

for various line shapes and over various ranges of intensity and optical 

density.   The line shape is described by the parameter  a * 

t(Av*   • AO )/A^_J 4tSi    where Ay* • A^„ and &dn   are. respectively, n c        JUJ n        c u 

fiie natural, collision and Doppler half-widths.   If  as 0. the line is a 

purely Doppler-broadened line with negligibly small natural line-width. 

In the absolute curves of growth the quantity (A /A9_]s/Z«i2 *  A  is 

plotted on a logarithmic ordinate; the quantity logUNf J/*A9V/J£ 2   L B 
ip» - 

is plotted as an abcissa, where   N is the number of absorbing 

molecules/cc,   tt   is the path length,   A  » i j (1^ - I^J/I^J dv%, 

"~" •, The procedure for the calculation of an f-value is as follows. 

Values of  /   are calculated.   The number of atoms in each rotational 

level  N. is known; f-vnlues are taken from   Eq. (1), using an 

arbitrarily chosen value of  F.   Arbitrary values of  B   can therefore 

be calculated,     A plot of  A   against  B  will give an experimental 

curve of growth running parallel to the absolute curve of growth which 

passes through the point   A * B •  0.1.   The intercept on the   B   axis 

of the experimental curve will give the factor by which the arbitrarily 

W. Schists, Z. Astrophys. 1, 300 (1930). 

21   E, F. M. van der Held,  Z. Fhys. 70. (1930). 
22 S. S. Penner and R. W. Kavanagh, J. Opt. Soc. Amer. 43,   J85 (1953). 
a ___    _^  

Ref. 13, p. 132. 
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chosen value of  F  has to be multiplied in order to give the true value. 

HI.    Experimental 
K 
*J The absorption c ill was made cf Vycor tubing 50 cms long and 

4/5 cms in diameter to which quarts windows were sealed.   The cell 

was placed in the center of an electric furnace 90 cms long and 6 cms 

in diameter which was wound with 14 gauge nichrome V wire.   Two 

extra windings of 19 gauge nichrome V wire were placed over the two 

end sections of the furnace to make the temperature gradients more 

uniform along the length of the cell.   Temperatures of 1300° - 1400°K 

could be maintained with a total power input of about 2 k.w.   The power 

input was raised to about 3 k. w. during the initial heating period.   The 

Vycor tubing dc vitrified, becoming quite brittle, at temperatures of 

about 1450 K, at which temperature the quarts windows fairly rapidly 

-A 
) 

i 

lost their transparency* becoming noticeably etched.   The useful life 

of a cell at this temperature was only a few hours; long enough for one 

or two runs.   At temperatures some 80   lower the cells could be used 

without difficulty for a prolonged series of runs.   Temperatures were 

measured with a Pt-PtRh thermocouple in a probe which could be moved 

along the furnace, the probe lying between the absorption tube and 

the furnace core.   In control experiments it was shown that, under the 

experimental conditions, this was an accurate measure of the temperature 

of the gas in the cell.   Temperature variations along the length of the 

cell were ordinarily 10to 15°. Temperatures were taken at frequent 

intervals during a run.   After about six hours running the temperature of 

the furnace was sensibly constant for periods of an hour or more. 

Oldenberg and Rieke did not use MI absorption cell as wide bore hard 
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glass or quarts: tube was not then available.   The mixture of water 

vapor and oxygen was contained in a tube of "Pythagoras" composition 

110 cms long, the central 50 cms of which was electrically heated. 

They measured the temperature distribution along the whole tube and 

calculated the total amount of  CH  present by a graphical integration. 

The fact that their absorbing path was not sharply defined, as by a 

window, but only by the temperature gradients in the furnace, is a 

possible source of error. 

A mixture of oxygen and water vapor (1/3 O,, 2/3 H-O) was obtained 

by bubbling oxygen through distilled water in a thermostat maintained 

at 89.6  C.   The mixture was led into the absorption tube via an electrically 

heated lead tube.   Saturation wan ensured by using two bubblers in a 

series.   The composition was satisfactorily checked in control experi- 

ments.   Further, the change in the strength of the lines observed when 

the thermostat temperature was lowered, thus changing the composition 

of the mixture, was in accord with the predicted change. 

The absorption spectra were observed in the third order of Dr. R. 

M. Badger's Eagle-mounted 21 ft. gvating spectrograph.   The light 

source was a 150 watt   Hanovia high pressure :<enon arc which gave a 

very good continuum in this region.   A Corning 9-54 filter was used to 

remove light in the second order.   A suitable density was obtained with 

ssuCeurts O- f about as hour- on Essiman IV^O Plates.     Exposures were 

In Oldenberg and Rieke's experiments a hydrogen discharge tube was 
used as light source with a cylindrical lens in front of the plate.   Only a 
short length of the spectrum And, consequently, only a few lines could 
be observed.   Several of their stronger lines were blended with quite 
strong satellites.   The contours of the "unblended" lines were separated 
semi-empirically from those of blended lines.   La this study the whole 
band could ©e observed and, consequently, lines could be selected for 
photometry which were quite free from overlapping. 
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longer if the cell had been in uae for some time and the windows had 

become etched 

fj A 4 x 10" plate was cut in two, one half being nsed in the grating 

spectrograph and the other being used for calibration.   The two plates 

were developed together with continuous brushing.     In the range of slit 

widths used for the aaierophetometer (equivalent to the slit width of the 

spectrograph or less by a factor of 4) the apparent areas and peak intensities 

of the lines were constant.    Areas under the lintse were estimated 

graphically.     For the weaker lines it WAS sufficiently accurate to use a 

triangular line profile, a procedure which simplified the calculations 

.,    18,19 considerably. 

IV-    Calculation ef the   OH  Concentration 

The calculation of the concentration of   OH   followed exactly the 

procedure followed in (1), but used the equilibrium constants given by 

(__) Dwyer and Oldenberg.      The relationship used is that 

<KOH»i/K02  '    «"W4/«F«1O>,p0k    "**"   POH-   PH20-   % 

are the partial pressures of hydroxyl, water vapor and oxygen, respectively, 

and   KOH and K_     are the constants for the equilibria  40H f^2H.O + O. 

and 2H, + O-^  2H20, respectively.     Suitable corrections were made 

for temperature variations in the cell.   These were always small. 

The numbers of radicals in each rotational level were derived from 

the partition function which was *»S1MI1S**»' usin/* the enersv levels 

tabulated by Dieke and Crosswhite.   In this calculation it should be noted 

that while each energy level is doubly degenerate because of A   doubling, 

each line arises from only one of the A    components. 

The absolute f-value is very sensitive to the value of the equilibrium 
J o 

constants.     According to Edse   the best available value of  K-.„ is that 
OH 
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of Dwyer and Oldenberg, but the uncertainty in the value is still large 

and would correspond to an uncertainty in the absolute f-value of at 

p least a factor of two. 

V.   Results Obtained by Oldenberg and Rieke 

The instrument used in (X) had a theoretical resolving power of 

0,145 cm**   and in other experiments this limiting resolution was quite 

closely approached.   The absorption lines of  OH had an apparent half- 

width of 0.58 cm"1.   If this is taken as the true half-width then there 

would appear to be sufficient resolving power to evaluate ]<&(Iy/Iy) dv. 

The relative strengths of the lines were not, however, in the ratios pre* 

dieted by theory.   Instead of being a constant, the value oiu/P , 

(using the notation of Section 2) for the strongest lines was about half 

that for the weaker lines.   The plot olety&v*/? was apparently linear. 

The final value which they obtained, recalculated using Dwyer and Olden- 

) berg s equilibrium constants and redefined through Eq. {!), is 

f * 3.17 x 10"* S-/(2J • 1).   They estimated that the overall uncertainty 

in their f-value was ± 15%. 

From the data given in (I) it is possible to derive, for each line, 

value8 of A and B, the parameters used in plotting the curve of growth. 

Oldenberg and Rieke found that all their line profiles were similar to 

that of the UAb l/zi line.   From their published line contour it is 

possible to construct a plot o* jiy - iy)/Iy  as a function of i>  and to 

construct curves fa) relating]it(Iy/Iy )dV with the peak intensity of 

the line, (b) relating J   j    {1°   = Iy>/Jy j d*  with the peak intensity.   It 

is then possible to derive values of] ] (1$ - t»)/I? I <W   from the data 

given in {I) and hence values of  A  for the lines they measured.    These 

values of  A   are plotted in Figure 1 against the appropriate values of B 

- 12 - 
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using the concentrations calculated from Dwyer and Oldenberg a values 

of the equilibrium constants, and a value of F « 3.17x10      |Eq. (1) j . 

The theoretical curves of growth for a *  0   and  a a  0.5 have been drawn 

on the same graph.   It c»n be seen that it is possible to vary the value 

of  F  over quite a wide range (±20%) and still obtain a reasonable fit 

to the curve of growth.   As   B  is a logarithmic function this is equiva- 

lent to shifting all the points |j to the   B   axis.   There is a distinct 

trend for the stronger lines to fall on the curve of growth with  as 0. 

This trend, which is also observed in the present study, is difficult to 

understand.   The amount of collision broadening in   OH is, at the moment, 

a matter for speculation but it can harily be negligible. 

VI.   Results of the Present Study 

Runs were made at temperatures between 1360 K and 1460 K with 

mixture composition ranging from the optimum 66% H.O, 34%C_, to 

5% H?0, 95%0?.   The data from 5 runs were evaluated completely 

and were found to give consistent results.   Figures 2 to 5 are specimen 

plots of two runs showing the method of calculation via<<.   The curves 

drawn in Figs. 4 and 5 were obtained from the smooth curves drawn 

in Figs. 2 and 3.   They indicate the probable upward trend in values 

of oc//3   aa/}~fO.   Figures 6 and 7 show the results plotted as curve 

of growth. 

The mean £-values derived, defined by Eq„ (1), are: 

extrapolation method       £ »    1.60 x i0*     Sy/(2J * I); 

curve of growth method f»    1.45 x 10*     S-/(2J f 1). 

The higher value given by the extrapolation method is due to the greater 

importance of the intensities of the weaker lines in defining the form of 

the extrapolation.   The uncertainties in both these values are ±20% due. 



in the first case, to uncertainties in the precise form of the extra* 

poiation and, in the second, to the flexibility of "fit" of the curve of 

growth.   The best fits are for a curve with  a *  0, 

It should be borne in mind that the measurement of these intensities 

is quite inaccurate; for weaker lines, which comprise most of those 

measured, the uncertainty is ±15% or more.   This uncertainty comes 

mainly in the position of the "background" intensity on the microphoto- 

meter trace. 

VII.   Discussion 

Large errors in absolute intensity measurements can be caused by 

lack of resolution.   In both Oldenberg and Riekt l» work and in the present 

study the effective resolution is far from ideal, as is shown by the fact 

that the strongest lines had only about 1/2 of their "true" intensity. 

The resolving power of the present instrument was apparently some- 

what less than that used in (1) in that the absorption lines were wider with a 

half-width of 0.86 cm  as against 0.58 cm' .   The performance of the 

grating with emission spectra would not lead one to suspect that it would 

be inferior to the performance of the grating used by Oldenberg and Rieke* 

We are comparing here two different criteria of resolution.   The first, the 

Rayleigh criterion, gives the minimum resolvable separation between 

two lines.   The absolute intensities and contours of these lines will 

probably be distorted.   The criterion required in this work, where 

absolute intensities are being measured, could be defined in terms of the 

half-width of the narrowest line whose contour will be observed without 

appreciable distortion.   It can be seen that the latter criterion is 

more stringert than the Rayleigh criterion. 

-14 



23 Slater       has given a method by which distortions to the true line 

contour caused by using an instrument of finite resolving power can be 

eliminated and the   true   line contour derived from the observed contour. 

Oldenberg and Rieke used this correction.   Assuming that their instrument 

would resolve 0.14S cm , and making an allowance for the distortions in 

the microphotometer, they found that these corrections were small, of 

the order of a few percent, nowhere near the factor of 2 which is required. 

It follows, therefore, tibat the effective resolving power for estimating 

absolute intensities is much less than they had assumed and that the 

"effective" slit width is much greater than 0.145 cm"   ,   These con- 

clusions apply also to the present work. 

The effective slit width required to double the intensity of the line 

is large and would be greater than the apparent half-width of the line 

Slater *s method of correction would not be valid in such a case.   The 

cause of this instrumental distortion is, at the moment, obscure.     It 

is so large that one can seriously question whether any of the estimates of 

line intensity are valid.   In making the correction for lack of resolution 

the values of   W/fl       only approach the true limit as /3-?0  for weak lines 

which are broad   compared with the effective slit width.   As the true 

line contour and half-breadth cannot be given, even approximately, by 

the observed contour, we dc net know that the true limiting value of   *^ f/5 

23   J. C. Slater, Phys. Rev. 25j 783 (1925). 
0 To quote Oldenberg and Rieke "., .we were led to the. conclusion that 
the overall resolving power is considerably less than we had assumed. 
Without extensive tests it is impossible to decide if the discrepancy lies 
in the grating, the densitometer or the inability of the photographic 
ylate to reproduce accurately steep intensity gradients." 
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is being measured.   All that can be said is that the absolute intensities 

obtained in this manner define a lower limit    to the true value. 

The curve of growth method is, in principle, independent c£ the 

re solving power although estimates of the "total absorption'1 will become 

less accurate as the resolution is decreased for, as the apparent peak 

intensity is lowered, some intensity will be 'lost" in the wings of the 

line.   The method should be applicable to the present case with, howeve-, 

some reservations.   The assumption that the lines in a band will lie on 

one curve of growth is equivalent to saying that they are all collision - 

broadened to the same extent or, more simply, that they all have the 

same shape.   It is, however, quite reasonable to suppose that, for the 

lines in a band, collision broadening is a function of  J; consequently, 

each line will lie on a slightly different curve of growth,     m the region 

of the curve of growth which we are using, the results of such an effect 

may be expected to be -mall but the possibility must not be overlooked. 

This consideration and the large experimental scatter makes the 

use of the curve of growth, in this case, somewhat uncertain.   It has 

been already noted that there is a distinct trend for points from stronger 

lines to lie near the curve for   a *  0.   As the amount of collision broad* 

ening in   OH   can hardly be negligible, this makes one suspect again 

that there is some systematic error in measuring the relative and/or 

absolute intensities of the lines, or,perhaps, that the line shape is not 

constant.   It does, however, seem that the true half-width m#y be 

appreciably less than the observed half-width. 

After a critical study of the present experiments it was concluded 

that the temperature and composition of the gas in the furnace and the 

apparent intensities of the lines were as well defined as in the work of 



j 

Oldenberg and Rieke.   As an absorption cell was used, the path length 

is better defined and the corrections for temperature gradients are 

smaller than in their work.   It is,, however, well-known that systematic 

errors and lack of sufficient resolving power in absolute intensity deter- 

minations almost invariably lead to low values.   The result of the present 

work, when compared to the higher f-value obtained by Oldenberg and 

Rieke, is accordingly suspect.   These results do, however, show that 

the order of magnitude of the f-value is correct and establish a lower 

limit to the true value.   This is apart from the uncertainties in the 

thermal data on the dissociation of H.O. 

The considerable uncertainties in the photometric measurements 

make it difficult to estimate how far the lower limit we have established 

differs from the true value.   This true value could be even greater titan 

that found by Oldenberg and Rieke.   A prerequisite for further work on 

molecular f-values is a study of instrumental distortions in the measure- 

ment of intensities of absorption lines. 
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CAPTIONS TO THE FIGURES 

(   ) Fig.  1,   A curve of growth calculated from Oldenberg and Rieke's data. 

A « (A%/A^D) >fg£l .     B - log^Nfi/vAVg) JJZil   The absolute 

values of  B   correspond to Oldenberg and Rieke's final f-value a. 

Fig. 2. Values of e4*  UvU^/I^ )d v  plotted against fi -  SjCxpi-Ej/kT). 

The temperature in this run was 1460°K, 

Fig. 3L  Values of  at   plotted  vs    /$      for a run at 1380°K. 

Fig. 4. Values of   «* l£   plotted  vs /9      from the data plotted in Fig. 2. 

The curve is a plot of values of   **•! A    vs   /if obtained from the smooth 

curve drawn in Fig. 2.   This curve only indicates the probable form of 

the extrapolation. 

Fig. 5.   Values of   «<•/ S   plotted  vs /3     for the data plotted in Fig. 3. 

The curve was drawn as in Fig. 4. 

Fig, 6.   The data used in Fig. 2 plotted as a curve of growth showing the 

apparent "fit" of the points to curves with, a ^0. 

Fig. 7.   The data used in Fig. 3 plotted as a curve of growth showing the 

apparent "fit" of the points to curves with a **-»©. ^ 
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